Greetings Affiliates,

Below, please find this week’s Humanities Institute Bulletin. This is the final edition of the Bulletin for Spring 2020 term. We hope that everyone has a safe and enjoyable summer break!

**COVID-19 UPDATE: The Ohio State University has extended the restriction on scheduling no new on-campus events through at least July 6. Most previously-scheduled events have been cancelled or postponed by organizers, with others being considered as online offerings. We encourage potential attendees to confirm directly with organizers whether existing events might be converted to an online format.**

Be sure to “like” us on Facebook and check out our Twitter feed for more news, event updates, links, and humanities-related miscellany.

**Humanities Weekly Digest**

**News Item of the Week**
Together as Buckeyes Emergency Grants Program

Ohio State is launching the Together As Buckeyes emergency grants program. Using both university funds and support from the federal CARES Act, this program will assist students who are having difficulty with living expenses or facing other unexpected financial challenges related to the disruption of campus operations due to this pandemic. Any student – undergraduate, graduate or professional at any campus – who has been adversely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic can apply for grant by completing the one-page Emergency Request form and providing any supporting documentation. The Office of Student Financial Aid is prepared to respond quickly to applications after determining eligibility based on each student’s circumstances and guidelines from the U.S. Department of Education.

Read more »

Humanities Institute's Spotlight of the Week

Center for Ethnic Studies: Reading Group - *Minor Feelings* by Cathy Park Hong
May 6, 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. via ZOOM

Please join us for the Center for Ethnic Studies Reading Group! We will be reading *Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning* by Cathy Park Hong. The reading group will take place on **May 6 at 7 p.m. via Zoom** - link will be sent upon RSVP. Please email kunimoto.3@osu.edu to RSVP. This event is free and open to the public!

For more information about *Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning*, please visit [https://ethnicstudies.osu.edu/events/ces-reading-group-minor-feelings-cathy-park-hong](https://ethnicstudies.osu.edu/events/ces-reading-group-minor-feelings-cathy-park-hong)

Event flyer:
JOIN US FOR THE CENTER FOR ETHNIC STUDIES READING GROUP!

MINOR FEELINGS
AN ASIAN AMERICAN RECKONING
CATHY PARK HONG

TO RSVP, EMAIL NAMI KO KUNIMOTO AT KUNIMOTO.3@OSU.EDU

MAY 4, 2020 | 7PM

LOCATION: VIA ZOOM LINK SENT UPON RSVP!